2021-2022 CAREER OUTCOMES
College of Arts & Sciences

TOP GRADUATE OR PROFESSIONAL SCHOOLS
Mississippi State University
University of Mississippi Medical Center
University of Mississippi
Mississippi College
University of Southern Mississippi
University of Alabama
University of South Alabama
University of Tennessee
University of Memphis
University of Tennessee Health Science Center
Louisiana State University
William Carey University
Samford University
Mississippi University for Women
University of Georgia
Jackson State University
New Orleans Baptist Theological Seminary
American University
University of Alabama at Birmingham
Asbury Theological Seminary
University of Oklahoma
Auburn University
Walden University

TOP EMPLOYERS
Mississippi State University | University of Mississippi Medical Center | U.S. Air Force | Holmes Community College | Starbucks | Child Protection Services | WCBI-TV, LLC | Weems Community Mental Health Center | National Weather Service | Youth Villages | WTVA, Inc. | Walk-on's Bistreaux & Bar | Sinclair Broadcasting Group | Boys & Girls Clubs of America | KRGV Channel 5 News | Community Counseling Services | Oak Ridge Institute for Science & Education | Disney College Program | U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs | Enterprise Rent A Car

SUCCESSFUL CAREER OUTCOMES
91%

1372 GRADUATES
1040 SURVEYS COLLECTED

KNOWLEDGE RATE**
76%

CAREER OUTCOMES
Employed Full Time
Continuing Education
Still Seeking
Other

18 STATES WORKSITE LOCATIONS
18 STATES

UNDERGRAD 54%
GRADUATE 46%

ONE TEAM. ALL IN. FOR OUR BULLDOGS.

*Successful Career Outcome = Employed + Enrolled + Volunteering + Military / Total – Not seeking or continuing education.
**Knowledge rate = the percent of graduates for which reasonable and verifiable information was collected.